
Connecting Threads
Handweavers Guild of Boise Valley

     March, 2010      

  Calendar of Events

March 6, 2009 - COE Study Group 
 Moxie Java, 1122 S. Vista, Boise
  9:30 to 11:00 am

March 6, 2009 - Guild Meeting 
 Boise Historical Museum,  
 Prospector Room
 11:30 am - Business Meeting

 12 noon - Social time
  1:00 p.m. Program 
  Spinning for Weaving, 
   by Lynn Ruggles

March 11, 2009 - Spinning Study Group
 At Maralyn Larson's Club House
 6:30-8:30 p.m.

March 16, 2009 - Day Weaving Study Group
 At the home of Irene Chandler
 1 p.m.

March 26, 27 and 28, 2010 - Weaving Workshop
 There Must be 50 Ways to Weave your Color, 
   with Ruby Leslie
 There are Still Openings.  Come Join Us.
         See flier in this Newsletter

February Program: 
Spinning for Weaving

Are you a spinner and a weaver? Ever wanted 
to weave with your own (or someone else's) 
handspun yarns? This program will provide 
some guidelines for spinning your own warp or 
weft yarns, and will offer tips on how to use these 
yarns in a woven project. 
-Lynn        

Informal Spinning Workshop

There will be a spinning workshop on April 
17-18 at the Extension Office at 5880 Glenwood 
Street, Garden City, next to the Fairgrounds. The 
workshop will run from 10-4 each day. You do not 
have to be a guild member to attend.

This is a leaderless workshop with a focus on 
Drum Carding and Spinning Thick and Thin 
yarns. On Saturday morning, from 10-11, we will 
show you how to use a drum carder and will 
demo several different ways to create batts.  If 
you aren't familiar with drum carding or have not 
used a drum carder before, please be there for the 
demos.  

After the demo, you will be carding your own 
batts. There will be several carders available, and 
lots of fiber to play with. You will be able to card 
your own batts using the techniques that were 
demonstrated. If you don't have your own fiber 
to blend, please be willing to make a contribution 
for the fibers that you use. 

After lunch on Saturday, from 1-2, we will 
show you how to spin several different Thick and 
Thin yarns. The Guild Challenge for Museum 
Comes to Life this year is Thick and Thin, so any 
skeins you spin will be perfect entries for the 
challenge. 

If you aren't carding, we will have an area set 
up to spin and socialize. 
Things to bring: 
✓ Spinning Wheel and accessories 
✓ Fiber of your own that you would like to card,  

such as odd ball colors, glitz, roving or top 
that isn't very interesting by itself.  Please 
bring only clean (washed) fleece or fiber. 

✓ Fiber to spin for Thick and Thin yarns, roving 
or batts. 

✓ Lunch and beverage, and a snack to share. We 
will have hot water for coffee or tea. 

Contact Lynn Ruggles (375-9172) for more 
information and to sign up for this event.
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Board Meeting Minutes
February 6, 2010

Attendance:  Al Hayden,  Rebecca Winter, Irene 
Chandler, Katrina Duckett and Cynthia Newman

Al reported that the Ruby Leslie workshop is “a 
go.”  Ruby has sent a questionnaire out to the 
participants.  Ruby thought that a 24 harness AVL was 
too much for the workshop, but she might put one of 
the special block weaves on it.  She mentioned that it 
will be nice to have the technical expertise at the 
workshop.

Al felt that the $30 cost of the Intensive was an 
appropriate amount to charge.  $111 in excess went 
back into the guild.  If the price of the Caldwell library 
rent stays the same, we will keep the price of the 
Intensive the same.

Rebecca wants to encourage the Intensive 
participants to type up any extra information that they 
have on their sample; yarn, sett, blocks A,B,C,D, etc.

Vila is the Challenge chair this year.   The Challenge 
will be the last Saturday in September.

The nominating committee has a slate of officers to 
announce in March.  We will vote on the slate in April.

Kathy McGowan has scheduled a workshop with 
Robin Spady in March of 2011.

Rebecca wants to encourage new officers to go the 
guild’s web-site and read the duties of the position.  
The web-site also lists the policies and guidelines as 
well as the bylaws of the guild.
✒ Respectfully submitted, Cynthia Newman, Secretary

Guild Meeting Minutes
February 6, 2010

Attendance:  Al Hayden,  Julie Gerrard,  Kathy 
McGowan, Vila Cox, Diane Weston, Michelle 
Armstrong, Carol Freeman, Lynn Ruggles,  Cynthia 
Newman, Katrina Duckett, Janet Davis, Rebecca 
Winter, Irene Chandler,  Ruth Gildersleeve, Ivy DeHart, 
Mary Berent, Pat Ann, Jean Zaske,  Caroline Dade, 
Cheryl Wurtenberger, Mitzi Meyers,  Cindy Schafer, 
Kim Cran, Cece Stricklin, Marita Turner, Nancy 
Swenson and Judy Williams.

Al welcomed the new members and visitors.
Vice Presidents report:  Kathy McGowan said that 

she will be turning the checks in (for the Ruby Leslie 
workshop) to Irene today, so that the guild can pay 
Ruby.  The workshop “50 ways to weave your color” is 
scheduled for March 26-28th.  13 people have signed up 
and we still have room for 2 more people.

Robin Spady is scheduled to come to Boise and 
teach a workshop March 12-14, 2011.  We need to 
choose a topic after our workshop this March.  Kathy 
also wants us to be thinking about who we might want 
to bring to Boise for a workshop in 2012.

Treasurer’s report:  Irene Chandler reported our 
current check book balance is $3385.22.  We had 
expenses of $142.84 in January 2010.

Secretary’s report:  Cynthia Newman did not have 
any new news to report.

Librarian’s report:  Pat Ann reported that we have 
added a new book to our library called Weaving 
Designs by Bertha Gray Hayes: Miniature Overshot 
Patterns, by Norma Smayda, Gretchen White, Jody 
Brown and Katharine Schelleng; it has old drafts in it 
and it was requested by Rebecca Winter as a possible 
acquisition.

Pat Ann also reported that we will be moving the 
library as soon as we are requested to do so by the 
museum so that they can prepare for their renovation.

Vila suggested that we request the museum to 
move the library to in new space in the building.  Al 
will talk to the museum about this possibility.

Spinning group report:  Lynn Ruggles announced 
that the spinning group will be hosting a teacher-less 
workshop called “Drum carding and spinning bee 
hive yarns”. (Bee hive yarns are thick and thin yarns).  
It will be held April 17th and 18th at the extension 
building on Glenwood and Marigold.   There is no cost 
for this workshop, except perhaps a small fee for 
fibers.  Participants are asked to bring their own lunch.  
There will be demonstrations and dyed fibers 
available.  Participants can bring wool, silk, angora, 
alpaca, or anything that works on a drum carder.

The Winter Blues spin in is February 14th from 10-3 
p.m.  There will be a carpool meeting at the Eagle 
Home Depot parking lot at 9:00 am.  Bring your own 
lunch.  There will be a few vendors and a white 
elephant exchange for those that want to participate.

Challenge committee report:  Vila Cox is the chair 
of the Challenge this year.  She said that the theme has 
been approved by the committee (and “no” she didn’t 
strong arm anyone) it will be Thick and Thin.  There are 
4 categories:  (1) flat woven; (2) fiber art;  (3) hand spun 
yarns;  (4) items made from hand spun yarn.  The 
prizes are $50 for 1st place, $35 for 2nd place and $15 for 
3rd place.  The winners are chosen by the public.  Entry 
fees are $5 for the first item and $2 for the 2nd and 3rd 
item, up to a total of $9 for fees charged.  Submitted 
items need to be made between September 2009 and 
September 2010.   There will also be a display of items 
that don’t include the “thick and thin” theme.  Vila 
will be looking for volunteers.

Newsletter editor:  Rebecca Winter had no news to 
report.

Sample exchange:  Rebecca Winter reminded the 
sample participants to check their name off of the list 
when they pick up their sample.  The sample weavers 
are asked to bring 40 samples.

Intensive:  Al Hayden reported that the Intensive 
“Block substitution” went well.  There were 10 people 
who attended, and 10 different weave structures 
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woven in a round-robin format.  There was a lot of 
individual study before hand and the information was 
well translated to the loom.  Rebecca has a guild copy 
of the workshop with samples that will go into the 
library when complete.  Vila Cox will be the chair of 
the Intensive next year and we have chosen “double 
weave” as the topic.

Gold bag:  The gold bag went from Cindy Schafer 
to Marita Turner and the gift was a cone of blue 
mohair.

Nominating committee:  Vila stated that it is 
important to be an officer.  We have 10 positions that 
need to be filled each year and it is important to rotate 
so that people don’t burn out.  Vila said that she was 
elected vice-president after being in the guild 6 
months.  Being involved in the guild brought her out 
of her introversion because it was “her guild” now.  
She said that it is important to get your ideas out to the 
guild.   Vila listed the names of the current officers and 
stated that at the end of the June meeting the new 
officers take over.

Show and tell:
Julie Gerrard brought an apron woven in overshot 

to share along with a linen towel that she recently 
finished with a cotton warp and a linen weft.

Diane Weston has been a student of Vila Cox and 
she brought a rigid heddle mixed fiber sample and a 
scarf with stripes made with mixed fibers and metallic 
yarns.

Pat Ann showed several rugs woven with her 
handspun yarn in an overshot pattern.  One of the 
rugs was woven from Pygora (goat) fiber in different 
colors.

Mary Berent will be teaching a supplemental warp 
workshop in Seattle in March and she brought an 
eyelash fabric woven with a supplemental warp and 
weft.  Mary also brought a sample woven from The 
Coverlet Book, Early American Handwoven Coverlets, 
by Helene Bress; in a 24 shaft star and diamond 
pattern, combined overshot and twill structure.

Lynn Ruggles brought 2 shawls to share that were 
woven from wool and mohair yarns that were dyed at 
a natural dying workshop using 4 different indigo and 
madder pots with different mordants, creating a 
variation in a related color.  She also brought some 
sock blocks that she had dyed after taking a Nancy 
Roberts workshop on machine knitting “blocks” to use 
as a blank to dye variegated yarns.

Rebecca Winter showed some ATC (artist trading 
cards) woven in tapestry technique and strips of paper.  
Rebecca’s “tell” is that she is weaving shadow weave 
(4-harness point twill), and has a new 36” 4 harness 
Leclerc counterbalance loom. 

Janet Davis shared a rosepath gamp that she had 
woven, and a textile woven with a cotton warp and 
leather strips.

Cindy Schafer brought some towels which were 
her first project woven on her new AVL dobby loom; 
her next project will be double weave.

Cheryl Wurtenberger showed an overshot rug 
woven from an old book called Rug Weaving for 
Everyone.  She also brought a length of cloth of wool 
woven in a lace weave.  She said that it made a nice 
afghan weight but she is wondering if she should cut 
it.  Cheryl also showed a dish drain towel that she had 
woven in summer and winter.

Al Hayden wanted to remind all of the new 
members and visitors that we have a great resource in 
the guild, and that is our three (3) level 2 COE hand 
weavers and our one (1) level 1 hand spinner; that are 
a great source for information.

The Program:  “The Tale of a Quest for the 
Ultimate Rug and the Battle with the Swedish 
Counter-Marche, as told by Ivy DeHart.”

Ivy thanked the guild for giving her the 
opportunity to present a program, so she could get 
back to rug weaving.  Ivy took the Jason Collingwood 
workshop last summer in Garden Valley, and has used 
the knowledge that she gained to fine tune her skills as 
a rug weaver.  Some of the highlights of Ivy’s 
informative program include:

✴Friction brakes aren’t good for rug weaving be-
cause you can’t pull the tension as tight as you 
need for a rug.  Ratchet bakes are better.

✴ Jason Collingwood said that it helps to weight the 
beater so that the beater is helping to beat the yarn 
in and taking some of the stress off of the weaver’s 
arms and shoulders.  Jason said that for a 60” wide 
loom/beater, the beater should weigh 30-60#.  He 
said that you should sit high and fall back with 
your weight when you pull the beater back.

✴When dyeing yarn in a pot, keep the liquid moving 
to keep the heat consistent throughout the pot.  If 
there are hot spots the dye will set faster in those 
areas causing your yarn to blotch and dye un-
evenly.

✴Check out the Weavezine article by Lillian Whipple 
(3-12-09) called Summer-and-Winter to Taquete’.  
Ivy has used the 4-end block summer and winter 
technique in her rugs.

✴Peter Collingwood’s books are free on line at Ralph 
Griswold’s site and at Handweaving.net.

✴We enjoyed a very entertaining Power Point talk on 
the frustrations of warping a counter- marche loom, 
and some of the solutions to her problems.

✒ Respectfully submitted, Cynthia Newman, Secretary
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Ramblings from the President

What a great meeting and program we had in February.  
A day like that is really inspiring.  I always look forward to 
the guild meeting, but this seemed special.

We had six guests, four of whom are now new members.  
Some are new weavers and some are experienced weavers.  
Come to the meeting in March, to meet and welcome them.

The “Challenge” criteria  for Museum Comes to Life has 
been set.  Look for the details in the newsletter.  Remember, 
this is a ”public juried” event.  Don’t be hesitant about 
entering, any item can be a winner.

The workshop on “Fifty Ways to Weave Your Color”  is 
this month. Are you in?

Another year’s Intensive has come and gone.  Dates and 
topic for Intensive 2011 have been set.  Again watch the 
newsletter for more info, better yet come to the meetings and 
get it first hand.

The slate of officers for the coming guild year will be 
announced this month.  Voting will be held at the April 
meeting.  If you cannot attend, you may mail your vote in.  
Just be sure that you remember to sign it.

Happy weaving, spinning and dyeing to all.
--  Al

Guild Officers and Chairs
President:  Al Hayden   343-7300
Vice-presidents:  Cece Stricklin   387-2641
  Kathy McGowan   939-7215
Secretary:  Cynthia Newman  541-523-2451
Treasurer:  Irene Chandler   467-4997
Membership Officer:  Penny Schraufnagel  342-1288
Librarian:  Pat Ann  452-3181
Newsletter Editor:  Rebecca Winter  895-0975
Weaving Intensive Study Group:  Al Hayden 
Spinning Study Group:  Lynn Ruggles 375-9172
COE Study Group:  Mary Berent 939-8906
Day Weaving Study Group:  Rebecca Winter
Web Master:  Vila Cox  323-7736
  

Websites
http://www.handweavers-guild-boise.org
http://my.calendars.net/handweavers/ 

   

Monthly Sample Exchange

The samples available to members at the March 6th 
meeting are from Kathy McGowan.  This cloth is 
reversible, with the same gold floats on the back.  It 
uses supplementary warp and weft.   

Warp - Teal 26/2 synthetic and gold supplementary 
  warp
Weft - same  Sett -  20 epi

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  
Remember to pull your samples from the Sample 

Exchange Box at each regular Guild meeting.  And 
remember to check your name off the list in each file 
folder.  If you would like participate or have questions, 
contact the Sample Chair, Rebecca Winter.

Additions to the Directory

We are very excited to welcome five new members!  
We look forward to the exchange of  information about 
our craft and art.

They are:
Michelle Armstrong, 7073 W Saxton Dr, Boise ID 83714
H 429-8518         W 426-2580
armstron@cableone.net  (there is no g)
 
Kim M. Cran, 4173 N Beaham Place, Meridian ID  
83646          H 887-3860
Kim.cran@gmail.com
 
Judy Williams, 10394 W Barnsdale Dr, Boise ID  83704
C 908-1461
Marshall.judy.williams@q.com
 
Carol Freeman, 3 One Eleven Way, Cascade ID  83611
H 208-382-4733
rcfreeman@frontiernet.net
 
Cheryl Wurtenberger, 610 E. Central Rd., Emmett, Id.    
83617        H  365-7262        
wurtenbergerc@yahoo.com  
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Study Group News
❤ Spinning Study Group 

The Spinning Study Group will 
meet at Maralyn Larson's clubhouse 
on March 11 from 6:30-8:30 p.m. 
Come and enjoy an evening of 
spinning, socializing, bad jokes, and 
decaf coffee. For directions, contact 
Lynn Ruggles, 375-9172. 

❤ Day Weaving Study Group 
The Day Weaving Group meets on the third 

Tuesday at 1 p.m. at the homes of participants.  Each 
participant chooses what they want to study.  If this is 
something you are interested in, come join us.

The meeting on March 16, will be at the home of 
Vila Cox.  Call Rebecca at 859-2822, for more 
information.

❤ Certificate of Excellence (COE) Study Group
The COE study group will meet next on Saturday, 

March 6, at 10:00 a.m. We will meet at the Moxie Java 
on the corner of Vista and Kootenai in Boise.  We will 
meet from 9:30 am to 11:00 am.  All are welcome to 
participate.   Call Mary Berent for more info. at  
939-8906.

Draft Inspirations
The following drafts are from  http://www.handweaving.net  You can go there and enter the number to see all 

the specifics about each draft, as well as download a .wif file.

 Draft # 62808         Draft#62818 
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Thick & Thin - Challenge 2010
                         
For the 2010 Challenge we are going to mix things up a bit, that is, mix up the yarns you choose for 

your weaving projects.  Each woven entry must use an obvious combination of thick and thin yarns. The 
thick and thin yarns need to stand out as part of the design process. So let's step out of the uniform world 
and try something new.

It's time to quit trying for the perfectly even yarn. Handspun entries need to be slubby or have a thick 
and thin element of some kind. So try a new technique or spin up an old favorite that will be lumpy, 
bumpy, and oh so unique.

Some weave structures are traditionally woven with thick and thin yarns. What new ideas will you 
come up with for our Challenge this year? It is a great time to try something new and push the limits of 
tradition.

                                   
  All entries must be an obvious mixture of thick and thin and must be entirely your own work, 

finished since last September.
                                

➡→➡→➡→➡→➡→➡→➡→➡→➡→➡→➡→➡→➡
There will be four categories for prizes:

1.     Flat handwoven items -  includes yardage and hemmed or fringed pieces (scarves, towels and
       rugs).  A mixture of thick and thin threads must be obvious in each handwoven item.
2.     Handspun skeins - must be obviously thick and thin, or a thick strand plied with a thin strand. 
3.     Finished items from handspun yarn - must be made from handspun yarn that would qualify
       as a handspun skein this year or a combination of thick and thin handspun yarns.
4.     Fiber Arts - non-flat handwoven fabrics (including clothing) or 3-dimensional items, and must be
       made of at least 50% fabric or handspun that would qualify in their respective categories this
       year.

★☆★☆★☆★☆★☆★☆★☆★☆★☆★☆★☆★☆★☆★☆★☆★

Prizes for each category:    $50 First Place   -   $35 Second Place   -   $15 Third Place
                                
          Registration is due by Saturday, August 28th
          Finished items are due by September 20th
          Museum Comes to Life is September 25th

Entry Fees are $5.00 for the first entry, $2.00 each for the second and third entry (a maximum of $9.00). Any 
additional entries from the same person are free. Enter as many pieces as you wish.

     
✒ ✑ ✒ ✑ ✒ ✑ ✒ ✑ ✒ ✑ ✒ ✑ ✒ ✑ ✒ ✑ ✒ ✑ ✒
“Through Thick and Thin”

Meaning:  Through all forms of obstacle that are put in one's way.

Origin:    'Through thick and thin' is one of the English language's older expressions and one 
that has maintained its figurative meaning over many centuries. It is venerable enough to 
date from the times when England was still a predominantly wooded country, with few roads 
and where animals grazed on what was known as wood pasture, i.e. mixed woodland and 
grass. The phrase originated as “through thicket and thin wood.”

http://www.phrases.org.uk/meanings/through-thick-and-thin.html
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There Must Be 50 Ways to Weave your Color

   Workshop by Ruby Leslie

   March 26, 27 and 28, 2010

   9 AM – 4 PM

        Location:  Caldwell Public Library

   Cost:  $220.00

Signup:     Name:_______________________________________________

  Address:_____________________________________________

  _____________________________________________________

  Phone:_______________________________________________

  e-mail:_______________________________________________

Return your form to Cece Stricklin at the next meeting, or mail to Kathy McGowan, 3496 Holl Drive,  
Eagle,  ID  83616
Note:  There is no refund after Feb 1, 2010, if you are unable to attend for any reason.  It is O.K. for 
you to find someone else to take your place.

Please mark the loom you are bringing to the workshop:   

  Table Loom_________ or  Floor Loom__________

  # harnesses on your loom__________
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Connecting Threads
PO Box 6258
Boise ID 83707   

The monthly newsletter from the

  
February Newsletter Highlights:

★  Program: Spinning for Weaving, by Lynn Ruggles

★  Spinning Opportunity: See page 1.

★  Ruby Leslie Workshop has openings remaining.  Last chance to participate!!

★  Check out the new Challenge topic: See page 6.
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